
Subject: [Fwd: Riverside Speed humps]
Date: Sat, 22 Dec 2001 14:24:56 -0800

From: Brian Platts <brian_platts@telus.net>
To: Corrie Kost <kost@triumf.ca>

Subject: Re: Riverside Speed humps
Date: Sat, 22 Dec 2001 01:33:06 -0800

From: "Willy Schuurman" <willy_schuurman@hotmail.com>
To: "'Ernie Crist'" <CristE@district.north-van.bc.ca>
CC: "FONVCA \(E-mail\)" <fonvca@fonvca.org>,

"Directors Team" <managecomm@district.north-van.bc.ca>,
"Richard Zerr" <ZerrR@district.north-van.bc.ca>,
"Gavin Joyce" <JoyceG@district.north-van.bc.ca>, <speedhumps@seymourvalley.ca>,
<dnvcouncil@dnv.org>

 Ernie Crist said:  Who is the CCA ? It is a special interests group representing  about 50 homeowners on the waterfront who are
opposed to the public's  use and access to  the District owned waterfront more or less. I hope you will familiarize yourself with some of
these facts before you cast your net.
 
I personally don't see what the defeated Waterfront plan has to do with our silly hump issue up here other than council/staff apparently
thinking that it knows what's better for the community than citizens do. I personally voted against the waterfront plan as I thought it a
waste of $50 million dollars over 50 years. The entire district voted against the waterfront plan, but yet you think you are smarter than
the community. You think that we got out marketed by fat ass waterfront property owners. You think we got fooled and that only you
know the real truth.  Do you really have such a low opinion of the people you profess to represent? We are not fools in need of your
protection! Listen to us - we are not your misguided, naive children. Come out paddling on the arm with me one day and I'll give you
my thoughts on the waterfront plan. 
 
Ernie Crist also said: What that means is that there are people on your street, your neighbours in fact, who will and are pleading for
more safety in a world of changing views and values. It always comes down to this - who do you put at the top of your priority list?
people or objects such as cars or the right to speed with those cars
 
You couldn't be more wrong again. No one pleaded to the community here for help - had they been justified and done this they would
have received assistance - again most of my neighbours are caring, responsible people not "principled" zealots. I'm guessing now, but
was it you Mr. Crist that coached the current SVCA on how to politicize the situation up here?  Do you really feel you have
contributed positively to the situation?????? Thank you again -  the more I hear from you the more I feel that I'm get shafted from
someone who thinks they know more than me. If you want to impress me, start using facts - not rhetoric about the oppressed and your
exclusive ability to see the truth.  You are not the Oracle of NVD, you are paid rep.  
 
Willy Schuurman
- Supporter of flat roads
- Guilt free user of the automobile.
- A believer that most people are astute & responsible.
- A despiser of nasty politics.
 
 
----- Original Message ----- 

From: Phil Holland 
To: 'Ernie Crist' 
Cc: 'FONVCA (E-mail)' ; Speed Humps 
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2001 12:30 AM
Subject: RE: Riverside Speed humps

Mr. Crist:
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If you were honestly concerned about safety, you’d be putting effort and taxpayers time into areas where there are real
problems.  To claim the Riverside is a high priority in terms of safety in the District is something that is not supported
by fact or even common sense.  This lack is prioritization reduces the safety of a community as a whole.  By doing
this, you’ve failed to comply with the number one responsibility for and elected official which is public safetyw

 

Next time you read in the paper about the death of somebody at an area where an important improvement could have
be made, tell me if you have a good conscience.  If you can say you do it’s an excuse and you know what that is.

 

Councils who lack the responsibility or intelligence to deal with high priority safety issues first contribute to the
lawsuits you referred to.  When you do the wrong thing you should also be held accountable by the voters.

 

We have speed humps because you supported a community association that only represented the interests of a small
minority.  This association has defamed the name of those associations that have worked to the good of the
communities they represent.  The Seymour Valley residents and FONVCA have been violated by your selfish action.

 

Your claim that a group spent $120K and couldn’t get rid of you seems to be something your proud of.  It’s like
competing to see who can be the most stupid and winning.  Congratulations!

 

People who profess beliefs, feelings, or virtues that they do not hold are hypocrites.  In my opinion it’s just another
type of dishonesty but I guess that fine as long as your conscience is clear.

 

Sincerely,

 

            Phil Holland

 

 

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message-----
From:  Ernie Crist [mailto:CristE@district.north-van.bc.ca] 
Sent: December 21, 2001 1:17 PM
To: 'Phil.Holland@Shaw.Ca'
Cc: FONVCA (E-mail)
Subject: FW: Riverside Speed humps
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Mr. Holland:

 

Thank you for your best wishes and the very best and sincere wishes to you also. You are an uncompromising
person - no question about that and totally frank,  I admire that. However, beware of Captain Ahab's Fate. 

 

As for my political  future which you want to end as a result of the speed humps - I don't think we should
worry about that right now - lets get the Riverside Drive matter resolved first.  In any case that prospect holds
no fear. The world lwill not come to an ened I am sure. In any case there has never been an election in all my
22 years in office where I have not been  the target of one group or another.  This last election the CCA spent
over $ 120.000 to get rid of me. They did not quite make it.  They were successfull however in electing the
worst Council in my and many other peoples memory. They also succeeded  in eliminating the best
Councillor  we ever had,  a man of integrity, intelligence  and social consciousness, namely Pat Munroe. Who
is the CCA ? It is a special interests group representing  about 50 homeowners on the waterfront who are
opposed to the public's  use and access to  the District owned waterfront more or less. I hope you will
familiarize yourself with some of these facts before you cast your net.  As for myself I have nothing to be
ashamed of  and I have the medals  to prove it.

 

You may not be aware of this fully but one of my main objectives on this issue apart from doing what I think
is best, in accordance with my  understanding of all the factors at play and in accordance with my best
conscience, was to  get your  neighborhood permanently involved. I am happy that the groundwork for this
appears to have been laid. The rest is up to you and the people in your neighborhood. I hope you will build
on that. Speed humps come and go - your neighborhood made up of real people with real problems real or
perceived will remain.

 

In addressing the matter of  speed humps you, Phil, will be stuck with the the same "Categorical
Imperatives"  ( Kant) as I am or anybody else  for that matter.   What that means is that there are people on
your street, your neighbors in fact, who will and are pleading for more safety in a world of changing views
and values. It always comes down to this - who do you put at the top of your priority list? people or objects
such as cars or the right to speed with those cars? I am no saint and I got my fair share of tickets so this is not
about being holier  than thou. Did you know that the number one responsibility of elected officials is public
safety. It is a word printed more  often than any other in the  Local Government Act. Did you also know that
the majority of all legal bills accruing to the municipality are  lawsuits about safety or lack thereof. You will
not be able to ignore it. 

 

I will be interested to see how you handle this.

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ernie 

 

-----Original Message-----
From:  Phil Holland [mailto:Phil.Holland@Shaw.CA]
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Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2001 11:29 PM
To: 'Ernie Crest's
Cc: Speed Humps; mharte@shaw.ca; bill.grant@bcuc.com
Subject: RE: Riverside Speed humps

Mr. Crist:

 

I’ve tried the Speed Humps today and find any claimed improvement to be
insignificant.  They still remain completely unacceptable apart from the fact
that there’s now less of them to remove.

 

What become clear to me on Monday was that we have a council that has no
respect for the voters who elected them.  You are at the top of the list with
your claims that you will only respond to the elected representative of the
Seymour Valley Community Association.  It seems that the ordinary people
have no value unless they support your cause to build community
associations.  In my opinion you’re a classic hypocrite.

 

The public may be slow and apathetic but we do learn.  On Monday I learned
that you are unfit to hold office.  

 

As for safety, our neighbourhood will find a solution that doesn’t include
speed humps.  We will also see our community grow stronger if only to get rid
of some of the councillors who make a mockery of the democratic system.

 

You’re on the list of things that need to be removed next year.

 

Sincerely,

            Phil Holland
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-----Original Message-----
From: Ernie Crist [mailto:CristE@district.north-van.bc.ca] 
Sent: December 20, 2001 12:40 PM
To: 'mharte@shaw.ca'; 'bill.grant@bcuc.com'; 'phil.holland@shaw.ca'
Cc: 'paulabarclay@sprint.ca'; 'leslie_a_maher@reed.aon.ca'
Subject: FW: Riverside Speed humps

 

 

 

>  -----Original Message-----

> From:     Ernie Crist  

> 

> Subject:  Riverside Speed humps

> 

> 

> A message from Ernie Crist;

> 

> The adjustments we have made to the speed humps have been positive. If

> they are not perfect yet, we will make them perfect. What does perfect

> mean ? It means to make them so that you can drive at 50 KM maximum. Only

> if you go faster  will you pay the penalty. 

> On Riverside Drive we have to slow down to 50 KM and make sure it is kept

> at 50 KM.  

> 

> Why would any responsible person want to go faster than 50 KM on a road

> that is narrow,  has cars parked on its side, has no sidewalks and where

> people take their lives into their hands when they back out of their

> driveways as many of them have  to do?. The process of making further
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> improvements  will continue. This includes a whole range of measures  that

> were mentioned at the Council meeting ranging from better lights to

> sidewalks - all kinds of things. Sidewalks, in my opinion, are a priority.

> 

> 

> My advice to all concerned residents, if I may be so bold, is  to get

> involved and stay involved. Be patient. Don't use the District's "

> incompetence" as an excuse to stay aloof. That the District is incompetent

> many people already know. It has been said in the press a thousand times.

> "Fonvca" knows it  and so does anybody else who has paid any attention to

> what is going on. Fonvca are the people  who have monitored the District

> for years. 

> 

> You can ask and they will tell you about the District Heritage Fund,  the

> CCA and the two classes of citizens policy when it comes to paying fees

> for the use of District land and they will tell you about the KPMG report

> and the VAT report. They can also tell you about the Waterfront Task Force

> report and  what they have done to Councillor Crist for speaking up. You

> can also ask  "CAGE BC" Coalition for Accountability in Government

> Enterprises. Apathy is expensive. The present CCA endorsed District

> Council was elected on false and misleading information - the uninformed

> public fell for it. 

> 

> Neighborhood organizations are important - in fact they are very

> important. Compare  neighborhoods where they have community associations

> with those who have not and you will see the difference. People in a given

> neighborhood may argue and have strong  differences of opinion but, in the

> end, an involved neighborhood is a better neighborhood -  what people  in

> a neighborhood have in common is greater then that which divides them. The

> problems we face on the globe are not going to be resolved unless we solve

> them in our own municipality -  that goes from crime, to traffic, from
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> health and recreation to  water, waste,  taxes and speed humps to mention

> a few.

> 

> As for the speed humps?  Put yourself  in the position of  people who have

> to walk on that street with their children. How can we encourage people

> to walk when there are no proper sidewalks and cars and motorbikes are

> racing up and down at up to 90 KM?.  

> 

> So why did we not build sidewalks? Why were the speed humps too high, why

> are there no proper lights ? Ask questions and you will find out. In the

> meantime, I can tell you that if you fight, you will get and if you don't,

> you won't. 

> 

> Also allow me to make a confession - that so many people turned out,

> regardless of  sharp differences,  warmed the cockles of my heart. The

> worst thing is apathy - everything else is surmountable.  

> 

> The very best to you all for the Season.

> 

> Ernie Crist 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 
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